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1

She sang as I brushed her hair, her sweet voice mingling with the sound of the surf

outside. “Going home, without my sorrow,” she sang, as thick brown hair tumbled

down her back, like waves breaking on the beach far below. I closed my eyes and

let myself sink into the flowery scent of her styling spray. Orchids.

The brush passed effortlessly through her long tresses. She was perfect.

“Going home, sometime tomorrow…” Then her voice faltered and the tune was

lost. Sarah took the brush back. “Thank you, Oliver. I will do you now.”

My hair didn’t need much attention, but she took her time with it anyway. Fair is

fair. I was more interested in the shape revealed by the nightgown stretched tight

across her chest. Pity the lights were off; moonlight can only show you so much.

When she kissed me, with my head back and she kneeling on the bed, she swept

her hair forward to enfold my head. She knew what I liked. Here in the dark, thick

with her scent, our lips found common ground. Mouths melted one into the other,

and her tongue slithered inside as if seeking its prey.

“Let’s play a game,” she murmured between kisses.

My reply died against her lips, but she knew the answer. How could I refuse her

anything? I’d seen too many blind dates, too many lonely nights. Just once in my

life, I wanted a real relationship—a girlfriend instead of a girl (significant pause)

friend. Someone I could take home to mother. Someone to care about.
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This was my fifth date with Sarah, and our first night together. I wanted more.

She pulled back. “The game is called, ‘whatever I take off, you put on’.”

I pretended to think about it. She wasn’t wearing much; a silk nightie, in winter

white, and under that a matching bra and panties. If that was the sort of thing that

turned her crank, who was I to argue?

“Good.” She stood up and pulled on the long sleeves of her nightgown. A moment

later it landed in my lap, still warm to the touch. “Not yet,” she said, when I

picked it up. “You have to dress from the skin out.”

I watched her fumble awkwardly with the clasp of her brassiere. “Now?” I tried

not to sound too eager.

“Not yet.” Her underwear joined the nightgown on the bed. The dark blue cocktail

dress she’d worn earlier hung on the back of the bedroom door, and her black high

heels stood beside the bedside table. Was all that part of the deal?

Not that it would be a problem…

Sarah took a step back, into the pool of moonlight that spilled through the window

overlooking the ocean. She bent at the waist, her figure shimmering as though

someone in orbit was attempting to beam her up. Her hair split across her

shoulders, and she probed the base of her neck. Seeking what?

A moment later her hair slid forward, en mass. My mouth sagged open. What the

hell—she was wearing a wig? But no, I had brushed that hair myself and it was

definitely real. But then her entire head of hair—every last brunette tress of it—

parted company with her scalp.

I nearly fell off the bed. It wasn’t just a wig—Sarah was wearing a mask.

No, not a mask either. She twisted her shoulders and plucked at her fingertips. Her

hands seemed to deflate as her arms stretched; then they too grew flat and empty.

She stood upright and new arms pulled free of her shoulders.

Not just a mask; it was her whole body.

I thought terminator, but only for a second. But that moment—as she peeled the

breasts from her chest and wriggled the rest of her torso down over her hips—was

the longest and most surreal of my life. It’s true what they say; when you believe

you’re about to die, your whole miserable existence flits through your mind in

triple-fast-forward, times a thousand.

As a video, my life wouldn’t gather much interest on YouTube. And my one

chance at true love—which is sort of what I was thinking up to then—was sitting

beside me on the bed, peeling the skin from her legs like it was pantyhose.
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I was relieved to see a whole lot of nothing between her legs. I’d heard the stories,

of course; men disguising themselves as women to lure unsuspecting straight guys

into the sack, although I certainly couldn’t imagine why.

What was left seemed human enough, just a lot more androgenous. On the other

hand, when I said there was nothing between her legs, take it literally. No hair, no

slit, nada. If Mattel ever decides to sell a Sarah doll, they can advertise it as being

anatomically correct.

My mouth was painfully dry. “Who are you?”

“You know who I am.” Her voice had lost the pitch and inflections that had given

it gender, not to mention personality. What remained was neither male nor female,

but something that most people would assume belonged to a teenage boy.

I shook my head. “I’m not sure I do.”

“I’m still your girlfriend,” she said, sounding amused. “This is all just clothing.”

Her shed skin joined the pile of lingerie on the bed.

Just clothing? The woman was bald and the figure that remained wouldn’t look

out of place on an adolescent male.

She stood up. “Your turn,” she said coolly, hands on her flat hips.

“What?”

“Whatever I take off, you put on. That’s the game.”

“You want me to wear that?” I stared at the sizeable breasts and thick mass of hair

beside me. How much of the woman I had come to love was in this pile?

“It’s a bodysuit,” she said. “The most advanced on the planet. You did agree.”

“So I did…” In fact, I’d agreed to do anything, although who would have guessed

that would involve wearing Sarah herself?

She sat down, one hand resting on my back. Her skin felt cool, almost artificial.

“Haven’t you ever wondered what it would be like?” she whispered. Her lips

caressed my ear. “Put it on. I’ll make it worth your while.”

That got me going. “What do I do?”

“Pick it up,” she said. “Turn it over. It opens down the back.”

The material felt like thin rubber; dry on the inside, but incredibly slippery. My

legs slid easily into the bodysuit’s legs, which seemed to revive as I filled them

out with my own flesh. “Now stand up.” She yanked the suit up to my crotch, then

reached inside. As handjobs go, what followed left a lot to be desired. “It goes into

the pouch,” she muttered.
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I gasped. As she pulled the suit over my hips, the stiffness in my crotch shrank to

an all-too-feminine mound, topped with a neat triangle of wiry hair and a slit that

looked alarmingly real. Our eyes met.

She flashed me a smile. “Keep going.”

My arms vanished into the sleeves. My hands popped into what felt like skin-tight

gloves, equipped with quarter-inch nails. The seam came together over my spine,

closing from bottom to top like a zipper, while a pair of well-formed breasts slid

into place on my chest. Ever felt claustrophobic? That’s nothing.

I stared into the business end of the headpiece, suddenly unable to breathe. Sarah’s

long hair dangled down my front, briefly hiding my crotch, as minutes ago it had

dangled from her. But it wasn’t her hair anymore; it was about to be mine.

“Tilt your head.” I managed to suppress a surge of panic. What choice did I have?

It was either lose the woman I loved… or become her.

The head was a tight fit. We both had to pull to stretch the neck over my scalp, but

once it got there I slid right in. Imagine a dildo with a face; that’s how I felt.

“Close your eyes.” She tucked the mask into place across my forehead and around

my eyes. She pressed gently on my eyelids and ran the tip of one finger along the

lash-line, then pulled my lips over the mouthpiece. Something clicked.

I blinked, heavily; once, twice… long eyelashes fluttered into view.

She reached behind me, probing the base of my neck. Her lips again brushed my

ear, followed by a throaty whisper: “Bye bye, Mister Ogden…”

I licked my lips, tasting her lipstick. A wave of dizziness—heat exploded into my

body from every direction. I fell backward onto the bed. A flood of cool hair

washed over my shoulders. Every nerve came to life at once.

The bald woman smiled down at me. “Now you are Sarah Constantine.”

*

Cold air sank through my skin like needles. Slim, disbelieving fingers caressed

my forearms. Goosebumps arose like tiny nipples, which I could feel. I hugged

myself, arms nestling beneath the bulges on my chest. I could feel that as well, on

the skin of my arms… and the skin of my breasts.

“You look cold,” the woman said, not unkindly. “Better get dressed.”

Numbly, I plucked a brassiere from the top of the pile.

“Women don’t wear those in bed,” she said.
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The nightgown was thin, but better than nothing. Panties? “They’re optional,” she

said, so I put them on. The tight waistband made me feel a bit more secure, more

in control of the situation—smooth fabric and lacy trim notwithstanding.

Still rubbing my arms, I peered into the mirror atop my dresser. Peering back was

Sarah, with open mouth and wide eyes. She touched her cheek, then plucked at the

hair sprawling across her shoulders. I could feel that too.

The former Sarah bent over the suitcase she’d brought, which now lay open on the

ottoman at the foot of my bed. “Is that it?” I asked. “Is the game over?”

“Oh, no,” she said, without looking up. “The game has only just begun.”

I sighed. “You want me to wear the dress too?”

“That can wait.” She held up a silvery mass. It was another bodysuit.

The true nature of my situation dawned on me as I watched her put it on. I was to

be her while she became—who? Someone else. Some stranger. It was a game of

impersonation, maybe even deception. Only slowly did I realize—as her face

vanished into the headpiece and the seam closed over her back—that the person

she had become was male.

*

I backed into the dresser and turned around, only to find his eyes gazing at me

from the depths of the mirror. “It will be all right,” he said stiffly. A heavy hand

fell on my shoulder. “I am still your friend.”

Already his voice had deepened.

“Are you?” My own voice had softened. “I don’t know who you are.”

“I am called Cyrus.”

“Cyrus?” Cyrus the Great, king of Persia, the man who conquered Babylon? That

Cyrus? Well no, probably not. But given those relentless eyes, the strength in his

face, the expectation of command… the name seemed appropriate.

My fingers trailed through the hair that framed my face. “Am I really Sarah?”

“That is your name.”

It seemed pointless to argue. “What happens now?”

“Come to bed.”

My eyes widened. “Is that what this is about?”

A throaty chuckle. “To rest, my love. To sleep. To warm yourself at my side.”
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That seemed only fair; he was the reason I was cold in the first place. I crawled in

next to him. Cyrus pulled the sheets and the comforter to cover us. He lay on his

back and I on my side, one slim arm flung across the beard of his chest.

My breasts pressed into him, their tips standing at attention.

I could feel that too.  �
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I awoke alone, sprawled across 

the bed like the body in a noir 

murder mystery. The comforter 

lay crumpled on the floor. Sarah’s 

nightgown was stuffed under the 

pillow and panties covered the 

numbers on the alarm clock.

I was, of course, still Sarah.

I found a brush and struggled to 

untangle the thick brown hair that 

was now mine to manage. The 

pain brought tears to my eyes.

“Allow me.” Cyrus took the 

brush and loosened the tips of 

each tress, then moved higher 

and worked around my head.

I murmured my thanks and wondered out loud how real women managed.

“You will figure it out,” he said, not unkindly. “Until further notice, you are a real

woman.” He tilted my head from one side to the other and I ended up staring at the

ceiling, the robe having slipped from my shoulders. Long hair flooded my back,

like a spent wave returning to the sea—every inch of it tickling what felt like bare

skin. Just clothing? What kind of technology could feel like this?

“It doesn’t feel like wearing clothes,” I said. “It feels real.” My voice was Sarah’s,

right down to its pitch and the feminine lilt that gave it character. I pulled the robe

back into place and shook my head; long hair spilled out from under the collar.

Cyrus stretched, cracking his fingers over his head. “It takes several hours for the

bodysuit to fully gel with the user.” He was wearing a pair of my black boxers and

nothing else. They fit him perfectly.

I felt the back of my neck. “How do I take it off?”

He grinned. “Why would you want to do that?”

I sighed. “C’mon, Sarah. You had your fun. It’s over.”
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“No, it has only just begun.” He pointed to our images in the mirror. “Do not

forget: you are Sarah. I am Cyrus. That is the game.”

I looked away. “Just tell me it’s possible.”

“To remove the suit? Of course. You saw me take it off. Both bodysuits are keyed

to the genetic profile of—to me. All I need to do is touch the right spot on your

neck, in the right way, and the seam will open.”

“And when were you planning to do that?”

He chuckled. “Not for awhile. We have things to do.”

I felt him touch my hair, sweeping it back from my ear. “Is that the deal?” I said,

already fearing the answer. “I have to let you ‘do’ me?” My voice made me sound

like a woman who might welcome such an encounter.

“Not at all. Love-making is a two-way street. You get to ‘do’ me as well.”

Small consolation. I let him kiss me. His fingers caressed my cheek, then fell to

his side. “I am sorry,” he said. “I need your help.”

“What are you talking about?”

His gaze turned and flew out the window. “I want to go home.”

*

I had never known where Sarah came from. My guess was somewhere in Eastern

Europe, but her English was perfect so I just assumed she was born in this country.

Not so, according to Cyrus, still without getting specific.

Her entry into this country was sponsored by an uncle who had taken her into his

home while she acclimated to a new culture and looked for work. But the man

expected more in return for his favor than she was willing to give, so she walked

out—leaving behind her passport. Now, of course, she needed it.

Cyrus wanted me to help him get it back.

I was torn; helping Sarah would also mean losing her. But on the other hand, how

could I refuse? I’d fallen in love with the woman whose body I now wore. Not to

mention the fact I was effectively being blackmailed. Help the poor immigrant girl

or be the poor immigrant girl. Some choice.

Cyrus dressed and left the room, leaving me to struggle with the intricacies of

feminine underwear. The bra was straightforward, but I found myself baffled by

the combination of panties and panty hose. Which one went on first? I chose the

hose, because panties on the outside helped keep the nylons in place.
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The dress was easier; a dark blue print, with a bold floral pattern and a zipper up

the back, not quite reaching my knees. I pinned back my hair and was fretting over

how much makeup to wear when the doorbell rang. Cyrus hurried to answer it,

waving me back to the safety of the bedroom.

“Agent Thurman. Homeland Security.” I couldn’t see the man, but I could listen.

With one hand on the door, Cyrus blocked the entrance, saying nothing.

“We’re looking for a woman. Sarah Constantine. She here?”

“Not anymore.”

The agent sounded annoyed. “She’s an illegal alien.”

Cyrus shrugged. “Not my problem. She is not here.”

“I see. Are you the homeowner?”

“He is at work. You can come back later.”

“Who might you be, sir? If you don’t mind my asking.”

“I am his boyfriend.”

Oh great, so now I’m gay. Insofar as Homeland Security was concerned, anyway.

Nothing wrong with being gay, of course, but it just wasn’t true.

The agent dropped into ‘friendly’ mode. “Mind if we have a look around?”

Cyrus nodded. “I mind.”

“You might want to reconsider. I can be back here in an hour with a warrant. And

when we’re done, we might not feel like leaving the place so neat and tidy.”

“I shall straighten up, then, so you can make a proper mess.”

The door closed, gently but firmly. Cyrus stepped into the bedroom.

I was waiting for him, one hand riding my hip in a gesture probably invented by

my mother. “Homeland Security? Sarah, is that what they want? To deport you?”

He sighed. “For the last time, you are Sarah.”

I sighed. “Fine, I’m Sarah. I don’t want to be deported either.”

“That will not happen. Not if we get you out of here.”

“We’re leaving?” My fingers plucked at my hair. “But I’m not—”

“It will have to do,” he said. “Fix your face. Then we go.” He handed me the

fabric bag containing Sarah’s cosmetics and walked out.

Fix my face? How the hell was I supposed to do that?
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I unpinned my hair, peering into the mirror while I brushed. Sarah was gorgeous

even without the aid of makeup. The lipstick was simple enough but I didn’t trust

myself with much else. I zipped the bag shut and opened the top drawer. Hidden

under two layers of socks was a small jewelry box, and inside that was a gold

necklace—a delicate chain from which dangled a one-and-a-half-carot red garnet.

I had planned to give it to Sarah this very morning, following our first night

together. In other words, right about now.

I hesitated, then held the jewel to my throat. The square stone was set at an angle,

pointing straight into what my male brain labelled some pretty decent cleavage,

although I couldn’t bring myself to call it mine. This is for you, I thought, gazing

into her eyes. I lifted her hair and closed the clasp around my neck.

She whispered her thanks, but the words fell from my lips, leaving me confused as

to who was giving the gift and who was receiving it. Like it mattered.

I picked up her purse—my purse—and headed for the door.

“I have your wallet,” Cyrus said. “For the time being, should anyone ask, I will be

you. Oliver Ogden.” He grimaced when he said it. Fair enough. If I had to be her,

she could damn well suffer being me for awhile, even if only in name.

I had thought that Cyrus might notice the red gleam of the garnet, but he didn’t.

Typical male—although I couldn’t help wondering if I’d have noticed, had our

roles been reversed. My head hurt just thinking about it.

The halls were empty, as was the elevator. I became a passenger in my own car

and we escaped through the alley, supposedly because anyone watching the

building would be out front. I wasn’t so sure, but Cyrus seemed to know what he

was doing.

Famous last words. Four blocks later Cyrus was executing a series of quick turns,

attempting to lose the dark blue sedan riding our tail. The only advantage we had

was that the sedan was trying to pretend like it wasn’t really following us, so it

had to hang back when Cyrus entered the parking lot of a mall.

The place was a maze—fortunately—the size of a city block, with cars parked on

multiple levels. Cyrus took us up two ramps, turned down a dim row of empty

vehicles and pulled into a vacant spot. He quickly killed the engine and we ducked

down out of sight.

A few seconds later an unseen car—presumably the sedan—slithered down the

next aisle over and disappeared around a corner. “Get out,” Cyrus said.

I stared at him. “You’re leaving me here?”

He grunted. “I am leaving the car here.”
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My heels rang like gunshots on the concrete. Cyrus pushed me toward the nearest

mall entrance. I demanded to know where we were going.

“There is a salon near here. They know me. Or rather, you.”

“What am I supposed to do there?”

“Get a makeover, of course.”

*

Pandora’s Place was tucked in-between the mall entrance and a Frederick’s of

Hollywood. Cyrus had to drag me inside.

A stocky woman fussing over a customer’s hair called out, “Miss Sarah!” It took

me a moment to figure out who she was talking to. I stammered out a greeting,

half expecting her to cry “imposter!”

“Lovely to see you,” she said, bustling over to relieve me of my coat. She looked

amused. “First time I see you with no makeup. You in some kind of hurry?”

I glanced at Cyrus. “I guess I need help.”

“What, you forget everything I show you last time?”

Cyrus opened my wallet and handed her my credit card. The woman eyed him

suspiciously. “Makeup for her—or for you?”

He scowled. “Make her a blonde, Katarina.”

“What?” That was me, unable to wrap my head around this latest turn.

“Blonde,” he said coldly. “They cannot find what they cannot see.”

He had me there. I shrugged. It wasn’t like it was my hair.

Katarina slapped the back of a leather chair. “Whatever. I fix you up.” I sat, and

she plucked at my loose tresses with both hands. “Looks like you groomed by a

monkey. You been to the zoo, maybe?”

I forced a smile. “I’m not myself.” No lie there. Serious understatement, in fact.

“You are not Miss Sarah?” A dark blue cape settled over my lap, with ‘Pandora’s

Place’ stencilled on the front in white script.

I sighed. Sarah stared back at me from the mirror, her eyes pensive. The question

had two answers, both of them equally correct and equally misleading.

Katarina pulled the cape tight, yanking my hair free of the collar. “Remember you

from before, you know. Nose in the air. Like maybe better than the rest of us.”
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My eyes widened as she tightened the Velcro around my throat. Our eyes met in

the mirror. I could barely breathe but it wasn’t the cape.

“Different now,” she hissed. “Tentative. Maybe afraid. I ask myself why.”

Sarah’s voice told her she was wrong.

“Not wrong. Someone take you down a peg, I think.” She looked amused, as if she

found the idea appealing. Her eyes darted toward Cyrus, who had taken a seat in

the foyer. “Someone like him.”

This was my chance. Say the right thing now and I could be out of this bodysuit

by lunchtime, wolfing down a turkey club on the veranda at O’Donnell’s. And

Sarah would be a guest of Homeland Security, on her way back to wherever the

hell she came from. Out of my life forever. Some choice.

“He touched you wrong; not like a man should.” Katarina leaned close. “You tell

me now. I know people. They punish him.”

“It’s not like that,” I whispered. There went my chance.

*

The process took over an hour. Katarina seemed intent on making me as pretty as

humanly possible. “I fix you up good,” she said. “Find a new man just like that.”

She snapped her fingers. “Not like ugly old Katarina, who plans to die alone in

small apartment over daughter’s garage.”

Sarah’s voice told her she was wrong about that too. The words were hers, but

once my hair had been colored, dried and permed, the woman in the mirror was no

longer the Sarah Constantine I’d fallen in love with. Missing was the melancholy I

had so often seen written in her face. Which begged the obvious question—who

on earth had I become?

“Very pretty,” Katarina said, working me over with a hairbrush. “Not like before.

Happier now.” She parked a makeup cart next to the chair. “Close your eyes,

pretty girl. You gonna get even prettier.”

She tilted my head, brushing my hair back from my face and pinning it there with

a cotton headband. A can of foundation mist airbrushed my face and throat, like a

touch of fog on a cool autumn day. Cream blush augmented my cheeks and other

areas; a small damp sponge erased the lines; satin powder settled over everything.

“Might not recognize yourself,” Katarina murmured, as she ran liquid liner along

the base of my lashes. “Maybe no one else will either, huh?” She used a pencil to

feather a different color beneath my eyes, followed by powdered eye shadow.
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That’s when it struck me—I was being transformed yet again, for the third time in

less than a day. In its own way, this transformation was every bit as significant as

donning a bodysuit or changing the color of my hair.

“Move up a few pegs. Pretty girl like you, should be more confident.” She

drizzled mascara over my lashes and ran a tiny comb through them. Even without

opening my eyes, they felt different. Longer, heavier; maybe even bigger.

Katarina sighed, then applied herself to a careful outlining of my mouth. “Next

time, you stand up for yourself, okay?” She added lipstick, then blotted my lips

with kleenex.

“I’ll try.” My mouth tasted like a ripe cherry.

She laughed. “No try, pretty girl. There is only do—or not do.”

A facial shield pressed into my hands. I held it against my forehead. The headband

came off and Katarina sprayed my hair, top to bottom on both sides, then worked

the fixative in with her fingers. She loosened the hold with a light brushing. The

cape whisked away and cool air washed over my chest.

“Stand up, pretty girl.”

I opened my eyes. She stood poised on her heels, as if ready to spring into action.

Her held tilted, perhaps in puzzlement. A thick manse of hair slid into my field of

view. Slim fingers touched the side of her head.

Oh, no. That lovely woman… Surely not me?

“Miss Sarah? You okay?”

The cloying scent of Thermasilk crept down my throat. I coughed once and

straightened my dress, then caught sight of my profile in the mirror. Blonde Sarah,

I had to admit, cut a rather fine figure. Pretty serious pair of breasts too. She was a

woman who need not take a back seat to any man.

Katarina folded the cape over the chair. “I do good job, yes?”

Oh, yes… Blonde Sarah touched her hair, tucking a loose tress behind one ear. A

smile crept across that face so unlike my own, like the Grinch contemplating a

Christmas without presents. There might be a way to make this work after all.

*

He was waiting for us outside, loitering next to the window display of Frederick’s

bridal lingerie. Not Cyrus, but a man whose voice I knew. A man who identified

himself as Agent Thurman of Homeland Security. Busted.
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Two of his men took me by the arms. Thurman stared down at me, but directed his

words to Cyrus. “I take it this is your ‘boyfriend’, then?”

Another question with two answers. Yes and no.  �
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There are times in life when one has no choice but to take stock; to look back and

wonder at how such marvels came to be. Trapped in a woman’s body and locked

in a cell is definitely one such occasion. But at least I would finally find out where

Sarah came from—and hence where I might soon be headed—although the chill

seeping through the thin fabric of my dress made it hard to give a damn.

I rubbed my arms and gazed up through the window. The sky was clear, and heart-

breakingly blue. Bemoaning my fate seemed like the obvious thing to do, but did I

really want my old life back? What did I have to go back to? A lonely apartment?

A dead-end job? A family who had all but forgotten me?

Being Sarah seemed like a big step up. But on the other hand, her life wasn’t mine

to keep. And she still needed my help. Not that I was in a position to help anyone

at the moment, least of all myself. Quite the opposite.

Along with Sarah’s purse, the agents had confiscated my necklace. That bothered

me more than anything else; it was the one thing of value I’d ever given Sarah and

I wanted it back. Or her to have it back. Whatever.

The cell door clanged open. I had a visitor.

It wasn’t Cyrus; my erstwhile ‘boyfriend’ hadn’t even been arrested. Instead, it

was an older man, curiously thin, with the bearing of an aristocrat and clad an old-

fashioned suit. He introduced himself as Vladimir Constantine—my lawyer.

The last name was hard to miss. He had to be Sarah’s uncle.

He waited until we were alone, then shook his head sadly. “For the shame of our

people… What have you done to yourself?”

Way to make a girl self-conscious… I patted my hair. “It’s only a new color.”

He sat down. “The hair, the cosmetics, your manner of dress… that overwhelming

scent. Need I remind you of the danger in going native?”

Going native? I had to think about that. “I’m just trying to fit in.”

“It is one thing to ‘fit in’; quite another to decorate yourself in this manner. In my

opinion, you have gone too far.” He lifted his hand. “Let us not speak further of

this. I must extricate you from this place. It was not wise to draw the attention of

the government.”

“Well, if I had her—my passport, that wouldn’t have happened, would it?”
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He stared at me, expressionless. “Standard procedure is to place such items in a

secure location. You know that.” He stood up. “I have, of course, brought with me

the necessary documentation to obtain your release.”

“Oh, good… Can I have it?”

“As your ‘lawyer’, I shall present the items to your captors.” He shuffled to the

door and called for the jailer.

I sighed, hugging myself for warmth. My dress was no defense against the cold air

of an unheated cell. So close and yet—getting our hands on that passport was still

going to be a chore.

Speaking of which, what on earth had become of Cyrus?

*

I have no idea what the old guy showed the boys from Homeland Security, but

two hours later I was back on the street. Agent Thurman even apologized. “We

received an anonymous tip,” he said, escorting me to the exit. “It was actionable.

Standard operating procedure, I’m afraid.”

Vladimir met me outside. “These Americans only understand one thing,” he said.

“Once I demonstrated our family’s wealth, they were happy to confirm that your

visa was still in effect.”

“Great. So if you don’t need that passport anymore…”

That would’ve been too easy. He told me it was safe with him, and would soon be

even safer once he returned to base—whatever that meant.

I thanked him and offered to find my own way home, but he wouldn’t hear of it. In

fact, it sounded more like an order. I wasn’t sure about being alone with the guy,

since he’d already tried to put the moves on the body I was wearing, but I couldn’t

come up with a good excuse in the time it took to find his car in the lot.

Besides which, I had no idea where we were. But at least my valuables had been

returned and the red garnet—which some call the ‘stone of commitment’—was

safely nestled between my breasts.

Walking in heels was getting easier; it felt almost natural now. My hair was more

of a distraction, the way it kept sliding into view every time I checked my footing.

Not that I minded; it’s part of the price a woman pays for her beauty.

Vladimir was a study in contrasts. He looked like an elderly Russian immigrant,

but spoke without trace of an accent, and he drove the slickest sports car I’d ever

seen, with flip-up doors no less: a red Lamborghini Aventador.
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I climbed in and Vladimir lowered the door. The thing looked more like a small

spacecraft than a car, and the old dude driving it would’ve looked less out of place

as one of the aliens from Close Encounters.

“You blend in well with the local culture,” he said, sparing me a glance before

steering the car out into traffic.

What do you say to that? “Thanks.”

“It was not a compliment. I have warned you before of the danger in becoming too

much like these people.” He sighed. “Ordinarily I would order you back to base

for short-term reorientation. A day or so in the chamber would suffice. But these

are not ordinary times.”

I clutched at the purse in my lap. What the hell was he talking about?

“I have decided to shift operations to the east coast of the United States. Perhaps

Baltimore, although further study is required. You will return with me and assist in

preparations.”

Oooh, no. “I can’t leave yet,” I said quickly. “I have a home here and, uh, friends.

It would look weird if I just took off.” He said nothing and kept driving. I couldn’t

tell if we were headed home or out of state; it was all just traffic and one mini-mall

after another, and in California neither is much of a landmark.

“Very well,” he said, finally. “I will return you to your domicile. Report to base in

two days. That should be sufficient time to close your affairs.”

I sagged into my seat. “Thank you.”

“It was not a gift.” He paused. “Am I correct in thinking that the man you were

with—this ‘Ogden’ person—is the reason you are reluctant to leave?”

Well, duh. Of course, I couldn’t tell him the truth. God knows what he might do;

finding myself back in jail was the least of my worries. But I got the impression he

might not like the “But uncle, I love him!” answer either.

My silence was all he needed. “I am disappointed. You must not entangle yourself

with these people. It could seriously compromise our mission.”

“But uncle—”

“No more. You made this bed, now you must lie in it. I believe that is the proper

phrase. You will inform this man that you can no longer be part of his life. Make

sure he has no reason to follow you.”

True to his word, Vladimir let me out in front of Sarah’s building, the key to

which was in my purse. Then he left, leaving me more confused than ever.
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*

Her apartment was small, but stuffed with furniture from Ikea. It all looked to be

about the same age, as if she’d purged everything no more than two years ago in

order to start fresh. Considering what I knew now, that seemed plausible.

This seemed as good a time as any to change. I went to the bedroom and disrobed.

I’d never been here before. Strange to think that this was my bedroom now, at least

for the time being.

I returned her dress to the closet and rummaged through it for something more

comfortable, all the while feeling like a little boy snooping through his mother’s

things. But she could hardly blame me for taking clothes meant for this body.

Sarah’s favorite pink T-shirt felt soft 

against my skin, so I put that on. It 

went nicely with a slim black skirt, 

so I added that and a long-sleeved 

denim shirt. And black flats.

I ran a brush through my hair, but 

otherwise left it loose. No point 

getting fancy while dressing down, 

even though I still looked gorgeous.

I left the necklace in her jewelry box, 

in an empty space near the back. 

Let her find it there, whenever 

and wherever that might be.

The symbolism didn’t escape me; 

I knew I was losing her. ‘If you love 

her, let her go; if she comes back, 

she’s yours…’ So the story goes.

But this was no fucking story, this 

was my life. At that precise moment 

it hardly seemed worth the effort.

*

I found Cyrus pacing the living room. He stopped when he saw me. “Took you

long enough,” he said with obvious derision. “Womanhood seems to suit you. Are

you sure you were ever a man?”
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“And you’re a jerk. Are you sure you were ever a woman?” I settled myself on the

couch, arms folded. “Where the hell have you been?”

He stood at the window, staring out at a sea of condominiums. “In your apartment,

of course. Hunting for the spare key to this apartment. I had difficulty locating the

item. Your home is no longer as tidy as it once was.”

“It was in the cookie jar. Didn’t I tell you that?”

“Maybe. I pay little attention to what you say.” He sighed. “Possibly the last place

I would have thought to look.” He turned to me. “Do you have it?”

I knew what he wanted. “Nope. Uncle Vlad wouldn’t even let me see it.”

“Damn. He will undoubtedly return it to the safe.”

I frowned. “You let those agents arrest me. You didn’t do a thing.”

“What could I have done?” He perched on the arm of the couch. “And who do you

suppose telephoned Vladimir? He was the only one who could help you.”

“I see. Thanks for that, I guess.”

“You are most welcome. What did he tell you?”

“Oh, yeah. I meant to ask about that. He kept going on about a ‘base’, and

ordering me back there, and sticking me in some kind of chamber for a day or two.

What’s up with that?”

“Nothing you need concern yourself with. All perfectly innocent.”

“No kidding.” Innocent, my ass. “Oh, and he’s planning to move the operation to

the east coast. Know anything about that?”

Cyrus returned to his pacing. “It is not time. He must have moved the plans ahead.

He suspects me.”

“He’s serious, I know that. I had to talk him out of taking me straight there. He

wants me—he wants Sarah there in two days.” My shoulders sagged. “I have that

long to end… our relationship.”

He sat next to me. “I am sorry. This is how it must be.”

“I’m sorry too. More than you know.”

*

We hit the road in my car that very afternoon. Cyrus wanted to arrive at the ‘base’

unexpectedly, to catch the senior Constantine with his pants down, although he

didn’t put it that way. “First thing in the morning,” he said, before we left.
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We headed due east, into Tuolumne County and toward the Sierra Nevadas. The

air cooled as the day waned and we gained altitude. After dinner in Sonora, Cyrus

stopped at a small B&B just off the highway. Our goal was an hour or so away, not

far from Yosemite. “Vladimir is much a creature of the night,” he said ominously.

“By the dawn we shall drink of victory.”

I didn’t like the sound of that, although it’s not like the guy could be an actual

vampire—in spite of his name being a little too close to ‘Vlad the Impaler’ for my

liking. After all, I’d seen him myself, walking around in full daylight. On the other

hand, I had no problem believing that Uncle Vladdie’s interests might revolve

around impaling people, and I had no wish to be the next notch on the stake in his

back yard. “I hope you know what you’re doing.”

Cyrus pulled my overnight bag from the trunk. “You need not worry. Your role in

this is straightforward—simply distract my uncle while I access the safe.”

“But that means convincing him that I’m you—I mean Sarah. I don’t—”

He took my hand. “You have already done so, earlier today.”

“Yeah, well… he did most of the talking.”

“Just tell him what he wants to hear.” He checked in at the front desk, which is

how I found out we had a reservation.

The lady behind the counter smiled at me. “We upgraded you to the honeymoon

suite on the third floor. No extra charge.”

“What did you tell them?” I asked as we ascended the stairs.

Cyrus shrugged. “It seemed advisable to mention our recent marriage.” He opened

the door and set my bag on the ottoman at the foot of the bed.

I stared glumly into the dresser mirror. “I’m not sure I can pull off being a woman,

much less a new bride.”

From behind, arms encircled my waist. His chin plowed through my hair to reach

my neck. “Then I shall do my best to put you in the proper frame of mind.”

I breathed out. “Planning to put a spell on me?”

“No magic is involved.” He turned me to face him. “You have the body of a

woman, do you not?” Briefly, he kissed me. “I need but treat you as a woman to

make you feel like one.” His second kiss lingered.

“A few kisses aren’t—”

His third kiss arrived with more force. “Tonight you are my bride,” he whispered,

breathing his words into my body.
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His bride. A wife, if only for this one night. The idea struck me as strangely

appropriate. Fulfilling, rather than disconcerting. I smiled up at him. “I need to

change.”

He shrugged. “I believe you already have.”

Some thoughtful person had packed bridal lingerie in my suitcase. I disrobed in

the bathroom and spend a few minutes brushing my hair back into the style

Katarina had created. As for my new delicates, I didn’t recognize them. As far as

I knew Sarah had never worn these items. Perhaps she’d been saving them for a

special occasion. If so, mission accomplished—what could be more special than

popping your boyfriend’s cherry?

Bustier, panties and stockings. Oh, my.

All in ivory, with lacy insets and detailing.

First the panties, then the bustier. It was boned to enhance my figure, with a hook-

and-eye closure down the back. I struggled with that and twice had to start over

when the hooks failed to line up. Garters dangled freely past my hips. I knew what

they were for, but they still felt strange.

The stockings were tan-colored, with lacy white tops to match the rest of my new

uniform. I tried to emulate the way I’d seen it done in films; collapsing the nylon

and working it over my foot, then unrolling it up my leg. It seemed to work; they

didn’t snag. I attached the garters; two for each stocking, front and back.

So far, so good. I tugged on the bustier, drawing the straps tight. I hiked the

panties up and straightened the garters. Done.

The mirror over the sink reached all the way to the ceiling. What I saw there

should have sent me screaming out the front door and back to San Jose—but it

didn’t. Instead, I had to smile. Blonde Sarah was the kind of woman I might once

have dreamed of seeing on my wedding night—just not in the mirror.

Self-confidence and me had never been on speaking terms, not even as a kid when

I was better acquainted with the school library than the gymnasium. If I’m honest,

I never did believe that I might one day lie down with a woman like this.

Yet there she was, right in front of me, ready to do just that.

Maybe she was surprised too. Her lips parted like she couldn’t breathe; her hands

rose to touch her figure, her chest, her face, her hair. I was inside that woman.

But Sarah was no puppet. She was a real person, deserving of the same respect

one should accord any woman. I took a deep breath. I couldn’t deny it any longer.

I am Sarah.
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I swept my hair forward, where it did a little victory dance on my chest. My arms

fell to my side. I could feel the soft padding that lined the cups of my bustier; long

hair tickled the exposed skin of my breasts. My skin. My breasts.

I felt like a real woman. Maybe it was still just a bodysuit, but so what? I was

woman enough to climb in bed with a man. Nothing else matters.

What kind of technology could do this?

*

Cyrus was already in bed, hands stuck under his head on the pillow. I couldn’t see

through the covers, but his clothes lay scattered on the floor. I almost asked if he’d

brought protection, before remembering that he wasn’t really a man. For that

matter, I wasn’t really a woman either. So nothing to worry about, right?

I slipped between the sheets, finding male flesh waiting for me. I poked him in the

side. “Kind of a double standard, don’t you think? The guy gets naked while the

girl has to wear all this.”

He chuckled. “Only a woman would say that.”

I could barely see his face. Light came from a lamp across the room, with its shade

tilted the opposite way. My breasts pressed into his side. “I never thought our first

night together would be like this.”

“You never imagined yourself in lingerie?”

“Of course not. I imagined you wearing it.”

“You imagined Sarah in lingerie. And there you are.”

“Yeah, that’s the part I missed.” My hand fondled the hair of his chest. “It feels so

real… Funny you having more of it than I ever did.”

“It is real. Makes no difference where it came from.”

“Really. How is it I’ve never heard of this sort of thing before?”

His lips brushed my forehead. “The technology is very advanced.”

“That’s not the point. It’s impossible and you know it. What—”

His mouth found mine. He pulled me to him. My fingers clutched at his chest; my

other arm was pinned between us. The kiss lingered.

“There are things I cannot discuss,” he whispered. “So why not simply accept the

situation as it is? Let yourself be a woman.”

“How can I? Being a woman—it’s so different. Not like changing clothes.”
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He kissed my eyes, forcing them closed. “Poor Sarah. Where I come from, men

and women switch places all the time. Before coming of age, I was both a boy and

a girl, in alternating years. I cannot now recall which came first.”

I licked my lips. “I’ve never heard of a place like that.”

“It is far from here,” Cyrus murmured. “More than that I cannot say.”

He rolled onto his side, facing me. Our mouths met, pulled apart, then melted into

one. His fingers touched my breast. Ohhh. How could it possibly feel like this,

when it wasn’t really part of me? Or was it? What had I become?

“You are a woman,” he said between kisses.

“Mind reader.” I tweaked his nipple.

He tweaked me back, and it felt so good. “Perhaps we are of one mind,” he said,

“as a man and wife should be.”

I rode out the next kiss. “But we’re not really married.”

“Let go of the past,” he said, gently rubbing my right breast. “Ask yourself what a

wife would do on her wedding night. What would your mother do?”

I shook the hair from my eyes. “I can’t speak for dear old Mum, but if it were

me…” My hand slid between his legs. Oh, my… Bigger than me too.

“I told you, it’s real.” A hard kiss followed. “Now do you believe me? I am male,

you are female. Nothing else matters.” His hand moved down my body.

I knew what was coming, but nothing could prepare me for the moment his finger

slipped between the folds of my inescapably female sex. I gasped. It could not be;

I had been penetrated. First one finger, then two—it felt wet.

“Let yourself go,” Cyrus said soothingly. “You are a woman of great beauty…”

A woman… My eyes closed. A beautiful woman, now a wife. It was my wedding

night; what should I do? I took his manhood between my fingers, letting them

slide slowly from base to tip. Quite a distance, it seemed. Back down and up once

more. Again, stronger now, as firm fingers dug deep inside.

I relented to the sex. Oliver no longer existed; there was only Sarah. And when my

husband was ready, he mounted me and I received him into my body as only a

woman can. Impaled after all, albeit not on a pole made of wood.

He was gentle, but still it felt as though I’d been torn apart. That’s what it’s like

when a dagger is thrust into you, over and over again. Yet it was only Oliver who

suffered the damage, along with what remained of his male ego.

Sarah was happy.
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Sarah was purring, like a cat in heat. Sarah wrapped her arms around her man’s

waist and would have swallowed his tongue if it wasn’t attached.

Sarah wanted more, but the man only had so much to give. Whatever. There was

more where that came from. Start with Mork from Ork and go from there.

I drifted off to sleep, entwined in his arms. This kind of intimacy should have left

me content, even blissful—yet there was only emptiness inside. Cyrus had turned

me into a woman. How could I go back?  �
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4

Cyrus wasted no time the next morning. Our love-making was short and intense,

almost desperate. One world struggling to a close; another waiting to be born.

I didn’t know whether to laugh or cry, but maybe it was just the hormones.

*

To say that Vladimir was surprised would be an understatement. He didn’t fly off

the handle or anything; his demeanor never changed. But the glare he skewered

me with was frightening enough.

Cyrus was oblivious to all this, probably on purpose. “Beautiful home you have

here, sir.” He paced the entrance hall like a restless child, peering into the rooms

on either side. No one else said a word.

Finally he returned to my side. “Sarah told me it was nice—but this. Wow… Hey,

mind if I check out the garden? I have a green thumb—see?”

“Please yourself,” Vladimir said, still staring at me.

I ignored him and studied the huge chandelier above us, an intricate mass of

wrought iron that appeared to be hovering in mid-air. Could not have come cheap.
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“Through here, right?” Cyrus headed for the back of the house like an off-the-

leash Greyhound. I had to admit, the guy was really nailing his role as the dopey

boyfriend. I thought wistfully of the road not taken, and what we could have been

together. I would’ve made a great girlfriend.

Vladimir pulled me aside. “How could you bring this man here? I told you to end

this relationship. What were you thinking?”

I tried to look thoughtful, but it turned into more of a pout.

“I should return you to the chamber immediately, as you appear in dire need of re-

education. But there is no time. Our plans—”

“What the heck is this chamber you keep going on about?”

Okay, maybe I shouldn’t have said that. But the guy was getting on my nerves.

His face froze. “You—you are not Sarah.” He gripped my arm, and it hurt. I tried

to shake him off but for an old guy he was really strong; Batman strong.

“Who are you?” He shook me, like a wrapped present on Christmas day. His stale

breath invaded my personal space. “You—you are him.”

In an instant, I was forgotten. His gaze flashed down the hallway. “The little fool

had a second bodysuit.” He ran for the back of the house.

I yelled “Cyrus!” and ran after him, only it wasn’t so easy in high heels.

I clattered through the only open door, into a library overlooking the garden. Dark

wood and massive bookshelves lined the walls. A huge desk faced the open

window; birds twittered in the garden. Vladimir stood transfixed in the center of

the room, one hand outstretched. Trembling. “Think of the mission,” he said.

Cyrus stood poised at the entrance to what appeared to be a large metal shed. The

door looked like it was meant to be watertight; a thick rectangle with curved ends.

It was open, but there was nothing inside—only a muted gray haze, as if the

interior were filled with motionless mist. Of course, that would be impossible.

“The mission is over,” Cyrus said. He flashed me a lopsided grin, as if to say “you

had to know this was coming,” and plunged through the doorway.

Gone, just like that. Vaporized? Maybe not. The mist began moving, slowly at

first, but quickening with each passing moment, as if building toward a boil.

Vladimir turned to me. “I must go. The link is not stable. It can be used only once.

I have no wish to be stranded.” He took a step toward me.

I must have flinched. “You must let me touch you,” he said. “The alternative is to

be trapped in that form forever.”
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Trapped? Whatever else it might be, this body was no trap. I took a step back.

He paused. “I cannot return. Temporal dynamics forbids establishing another link

to this space-time locus. Your decision will be final.”

I sucked air. “You’re from the future…”

“In general terms, yes. Not necessarily your future, of course.”

Suddenly it all made sense. I folded my arms, feeling the soft touch on my breasts.

They belonged right where they were. They were mine now. “You better go.”

“Very well.” He approached the entrance to the—time machine? “You have made

a wise choice. The suit will serve you well. It does not age.” So much the better, I

thought, although I found myself hoping it wouldn’t get fat either.

Vladimir gestured to the room, the house. “All this belongs to you… Sarah.”

Then he too vanished into the mist. The door swung shut and a moment later the

entire machine disappeared, leaving not so much as a dent on the carpet. It was as

though the thing had never existed in the first place. And this being time travel,

that seemed like a distinct possibility.

*

Sarah Constantine. A strange thing, to contemplate one’s new identity, especially

when it comes with a new gender. Each mirror I passed, every glimpse of blonde

Sarah, only emphasized that fact. She is me. I am a woman.

Oliver Ogden no longer existed. No great loss, in itself, but I resolved to visit his

apartment as soon as possible. To retrieve whatever bits of his life I might want to

keep, to write a few farewell letters—I looked forward to quitting his dreary job—

and to clear his finances while I could still sign the man’s name.

Poor old Oliver should simply decamp for parts unknown, rather than create a

mystery someone might one day seek to solve.

Disappointingly, no trace of futuristic technology remained on the property; a fact

I accepted only after several days of searching. I was just going to have to settle

for the million-dollar mansion, the seven-figure bank accounts (all three of them),

and the seriously cool sports car. Oh, well.

I took the Lamborghini for a spin on the highway, the wind rippling through my

hair, newfound energy pulsing through my body—my body. I looked up at the sky.

Wherever he was—whenever he was—I hoped Cyrus was happy.

As for me, I was home.  �




